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Abstract

The big data revolution has transformed the landscape of immunology research. As inaugural 

students of Stanford’s new Computational and Systems Immunology PhD track, we share our 

experiences and advice with other institutions considering a similar program.

An Evolving Field of Immunology

Technological revolution in immunology is producing ever-increasing amounts of data [1]. 

Translating these data into insights requires advanced statistics, data mining, and machine 

learning skills. It also requires a strong background in immunology to ask suitable questions, 

design appropriate experiments, and recognize discoveries in data trends. The paucity of 

researchers with a combination of these skills has created a bottleneck in systems-level 

immunology research. Training a new generation of computational immunologists will 

provide opportunities for discoveries that simply have not been possible with traditional 

approaches [2,3].
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As immunology PhD students at Stanford University, we praise our faculty for anticipating 

this need and establishing a Computational and Systems Immunology (CSI) track within the 

PhD Program in Immunology in 2012. Initiated by Mark Davis and Atul Butte (the latter 

now at University of California, San Francisco), the CSI track runs in parallel with the 

Molecular, Cellular, and Translational Immunology (MCTI) track. To our knowledge, 

Stanford University remains the only academic institution to offer a formal graduate 

program in computational immunology.

As CSI students, we are grateful for the skills we received and the opportunities that this 

training has opened. Here, we describe our program and enthusiastically recommend that 

other institutions offer a similar opportunity to their trainees. In collaboration with the CSI 

faculty and Immunology leadership, we further provide recommendations on creating and 

continuously refining a successful computational immunology program.

The Need for a Computational Immunology Program

As novel multiplexed technologies accelerate high-throughput interrogation of immune 

phenomena, these data accumulate in large public repositories, such as the NCBI Gene 

Expression Omnibus, NIAID-funded ImmPort, and ImmGen. An increasing number of 

studies are utilizing data from these repositories to identify hitherto unknown immunology 

[4–6]. A broad spectrum of problems that require computational immunology skills include 

immune repertoire analysis [7,8], structural basis of antigen recognition [9,10], single-cell 

differentiation trajectory construction [11,12], novel cell subset detection [13], simulation of 

immune processes [14], and clinical outcome prediction [4–6,15]. Thus, the field needs 

computational immunologists who are able to integrate their understanding of technology 

platforms and databases with expertise in immunology and data analysis.

Currently, computationally savvy immunologists are often self-taught, making it easy to 

cultivate bad habits and be swayed by a ‘method of the week’. Collaborations with 

bioinformaticians are important, but without an expert with hybrid training, there can be 

delays, mix-ups, and failures to recognize data inconsistencies or unanticipated discoveries. 

Thus, immunology trainees would benefit from a structured curriculum designed to master 

computational immunology problems.

Learning Objectives in Stanford’s CSI Track

The Stanford PhD program in Immunology offers two tracks: MCTI and CSI. Our CSI 

program accommodates incoming students skilled in either immunology or programming 

and provides an opportunity to cover the remaining material in year 1 (Figure 1A). In the 

first year, students in both MCTI and CSI tracks rotate in research laboratories and take 

many of the same courses. In addition to traditional MCTI course work that builds expertise 

in immunology (with a reduction of one core course and one MCTI elective), CSI students 

obtain computational skills through courses in computer science, statistics, and 

bioinformatics. As we do not select a track until the end of the first year, undecided students 

are able to try CSI courses and a computational rotation without committing to the track. In 

the second year, all students define a thesis project, take a qualifying exam, and serve as 
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teaching assistants. CSI students also complete the remaining core courses, including a 

newly designed series focused specifically on computational immunology problems (Figure 

1B). The series consists of seminars and courses focused on understanding, practicing, and 

solving problems specific to computational immunology (https://med.stanford.edu/immunol/

phd-program/resources/curriculum.html). After building a strong foundation through 

coursework and defining a thesis project, CSI students take two electives in years 3+ to 

refine project-specific skills, which typically include courses in advanced statistics, 

bioinformatics, or machine learning.

Since 2012, 11 of 57 students began this training, and three (J.G., M.H.G., and Z.G.) have 

graduated. At this time, the CSI track takes 4–5 years (mean 4.6 years); comparable, or 

perhaps slightly less than a graduation mean of 5.7 years for the Stanford Immunology PhD 

program. In addition, students focusing on computational immunology prior to the formation 

of the CSI track also graduated in 4–6 years. These limited data suggest that students in both 

MCTI and CSI tracks graduate in a similar timeframe despite the intensive CSI coursework. 

Finally, computational immunology training has resulted in innovative published work [7–

10,12,15].

Recommendations to Future Computational Immunology Programs

Based on Stanford’s program, in this Scientific Life article, we advise other institutions to 

foster a culture of continuous learning through coursework (if not already incorporated). 

Specifically, creating a formal computational immunology program enables students to take 

a heavy course load without taking time away from research. We posit that the time invested 

in immunology, computer science, and CSI courses has so far yielded a high return by 

accelerating thesis research. Other interdisciplinary PhD programs (e.g., biomedical 

informatics) have also shown that combining coursework requirements across multiple 

subject areas is certainly feasible.

Next, we recommend developing a rigorous core curriculum. The core course work should 

emphasize advanced immunology, statistics, computer science, and dynamic modeling. A set 

of dedicated courses should then cover specialized problems, data formats, and 

methodologies specific to computational immunology (e.g., CSI core; Figure 1B). Flexible 

electives can maximize the relevance of coursework to student theses. Thus, in addition to 

fostering support for students taking courses, developing an effective track requires faculty 

to dedicate time to developing and teaching these new courses.

To reduce the burden on existing faculty and to provide sufficient guidance to students, 

institutions should be encouraged to recruit additional faculty and postdocs working in 

computational immunology. Another possibility is a joint mentorship of a given student by 

both experimental and computational faculty members. For example, of the immunology 

students who started their PhD program between 2012 and 2017, 8/11 (73%) CSI students 

were co-advised, in contrast to 7/46 (15%) MCTI students. Although co-mentorship offers 

numerous benefits to a student (advisor support, access to laboratory expertise and 

resources, and more independence), arguably it has some drawbacks (twice the laboratory-

related activities, and potentially conflicting expectations from co-advisors). Thus, although 
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comentoring can be beneficial, a decision as to whether a student should be comentored 

needs to be carefully considered on a case-by-case basis.

A successful program relies on the self-motivation of graduate students, but also requires 

providing access to advising, as needed (Figure 1C). Program advisors might potentially 

tailor an individual student’s curriculum to ensure that incoming PhD students are 

challenged at just the right level, learn skills directly applicable to their work, and hence, be 

able to graduate in a reasonable time. Finally, a continuous two-way dialog between students 

and faculty is key to ensuring collaborative and continuous improvements in the curriculum 

and training.

Building a Computational Immunology Community

Aside from the course work, building a scientific community within Stanford’s CSI track 

was a key to its early success (Figure 1C). In the program, senior students advise junior 

students through formal quarterly advising dinners, one-onone mentoring programs, and 

informally. Community support ensures that nobody ‘falls through the cracks’, and 

individual stories help break the ‘it’s too late for me to learn how to code’ barrier. Postdocs, 

faculty, and administrators set norms, advise students, and provide the necessary resources 

and support. Through CSI seminars, students learn about the emerging computational 

immunology concepts and obtain career advice during informal dinner discussions with each 

speaker.

Concluding Remarks

Within the past decade, big (voluminous), deep (high-dimensional), and multiomics data 

have become commonplace in immunology and other areas of biomedical research, such as 

neuroscience, cancer biology, and developmental biology. As a new generation of scientists, 

we are expected to build and utilize these resources to pose and answer outstanding 

questions in immunology. We are thus grateful to programs such as Stanford’s new CSI 

track, preparing us for the future. We strongly encourage other immunology graduate 

programs to offer a similar option to their students. The concepts presented here may be 

applicable to designing extended education programs for clinical fellows, postdocs, and 

other trainees.
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Figure 1. Stanford’s Computational and Systems Immunology (CSI) Curriculum and Critical 
Components.
(A) CSI track timeline, research emphasis, and coursework, as of 2018–2019. The number 

of credits for each course are shown in parentheses. This curriculum has evolved since 2012 

and may be developed further (see Curriculum Evolution). (B) Specialized CSI courses. Full 

descriptions are available on https://med.stanford.edu/immunol/phd-program/resources/

curriculum.html. (C) Critical components that have enabled the success of the CSI track at 

Stanford University. Abbreviations: CS, computer science.
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